1. Introduction. A system of linear equations is called a sumequation system if it has the form (1.1) a n0 x n + a n ix n +i + • • • = c n (n == 0, 1, • • • ), with a n o7*0. All quantities are assumed to be complex numbers. Let {A n (t)} be defined by
00
(1.2) ;4"(0 = 2>».<* (w = 0, I,-.-),
«-o
and define the type of a sequence {y n } as the number ((y»)) given by This theorem will be obtained in §3 as the result of a limiting process based on the solution of associated ^-periodic systems of equations. The second aim is to obtain solutions of homogeneous and nonhomogeneous ^-periodic systems, in closed form, as contour integrals. This is done in § §2 and 4.
2. Nonhomogeneous ^-periodic system. Sum-systems that are fc-periodic (with or without perturbation terms) were treated elsewhere.
1 There the existence theorems did not give solutions in closed form. We now obtain closed solutions. System (2.1) a n0 x n + a nl x n+x +...«<?"
where the functions {A n (t)} are given by (1.2). We suppose here that each A n (t) is analytic in | /| ^q (so that q can be replaced by q+e for sufficiently small positive e), and that ((c n )) = ö^Lq. Let 7 be the circle |/| =q' f where 5<g', and where q 1 is chosen close enough to ô so that the functions {A n (t)} are regular 2 in |/| Sq' and also so that the function A k (t) given by (1.8) has no zeros on 7. Define the sequence z™ by
\ t / where H klV is given by (1.5) and A k;r j(t) is the cof actor of the element in the rth row and jth column in A k (t) . Moreover, a and v are (as yet undetermined) integers whose value will be made to depend on j.
Substitute the sequence z^ into the (fes+r)th equation of (2.1). By uniform convergence, and the use of (2.2),
Make the substitution t = oeîu, where co k is given by (1.7) and X is an integer. As t traverses 7, so does u, and on using the relations 3 (2.5) 
But from the definition of A& ; x,; as a cofactor in the determinant A&(/), we have
., . x=o I 0 if j 5* r. Consequently, if we choose <r= -j -1, as we now do, then the brace in (2.10) has the value A*(w) or 0 according as j = r or j?£r.
Thus, for r, j = 0, !,- REMARKS, (i) Curve 7 need not be a circle ; it suffices that 7 be a rectifiable simple closed curve surrounding / = 0 and lying in the ring ô<|/| <R f where R' is the minimum radius of convergence of the power series {A n (t)} (defined by (1.2)).
(ii) Let R" be chosen (not to exceed R') so that A k {t) has no zeros in the ring ô< |/| <R". Then all contours 7, of Remark (i), that lie in this new ring will obviously yield the same solution (2.16). Inspection of (2.14) shows that the type of {y n } and hence of {x n } cannot exceed d, where d is the maximum distance from 7 to the origin. Since 7 can be chosen as close to the circle \t\ = S as we wish, it follows that for 7 in the ring ô < 11\ <R", the type of the solution (2.16) cannot exceed 5. If ((# n ))<ô, it is easy to show that the sequence 4 n [{^n}] , that is, the sequence {c n }, is also of type less than ô; which is a contradiction. Hence we conclude that if contour y lies in the ring 8 < 11\ <i?", the solution (2.16) is of type equal to d.
where A k (t; H) is given by (1.6).
This follows at once from (1.6), (2.14) and the meaning of A k ;o,j(t) 3. Proof of the theorem. We now establish Theorem 1.1. Choose the number Q to be less than q and also to lie in the range S < Q S q^ Consider an arbitrary positive integer k, and denote by of (&) the ^-periodic system obtained from (1.1) by using the first k equations of (1.1) ; that is, systems (1.1) and zA ik) agree in their first k equations. All the results of §2 apply to zA iJc) if we use Q in place of q. Since (1.9) holds uniformly (in the ring R), there exists an integer S such that if for an s>S the denominator Ak 8 (t) has zeros in the ring, then these zeros are completely cancelled by corresponding where Af p = max |<4 P (/)| for t on y. Let £ be arbitrary but fixed, and choose 5 (already subject to the condition s>S) so that k 8 >p. Then Since p is fixed and e is arbitrary, it follows that That is, {# w } satisfies the pth equation of system (1.1); and from the arbitrariness of p y \x n \ satisfies system (1.1). The portion of Theorem 1.1 referring to the type of solution {x n } follows at once from (1.10), so the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete. REMARKS, (i) The hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 can be weakened in the following way without affecting the conclusion : Replace the condition that (1.9) holds uniformly in the ring R: qi<\t\ <q$ with S <#2 ÛQ by the condition that (1.9) holds uniformly on 7, where y is a rectifiable simple closed curve surrounding the origin and lying in the ring 5< |/| <q.
( 4. ^-periodic system, homogeneous case. It will now be shown that the homogeneous ^-periodic system also has solutions that can be exhibited in closed form. The homogeneous system is 
ii) If G(t) is analytic in and on 7, then (l/2iri)f y t n G(t)dt = 0,
àk{t) Since the only singularities of the integrand interior to C are at the zeros {cojoj}, we can replace C by k contours Co, • • • , Ck-u where Cx surrounds only the zero co£a. In fact, Cx may be chosen as a small circle centered at this zero, and if the radii of these circles are equal, then a rotation of angle lit/k around the origin will carry each circle into the next one. This replacement of fc by ]Cx=o fc x being accomplished, make the change of variable t = oe^u in the integral /c x . As t traces Cx the variable u traces Co. Consequently,
and on using (2.9), Suppose a is a zero of multiplicity h for àk (t) . Then this is also the multiplicity of each of the zeros in the nest {oe For each fixed j and s, take u = oe s k a in (4.11). We obtain a system of linear homogeneous equations with a nonvanishing Vandermond determinant, so the "unknowns" must all be zero. Thus,
Conversely, (a) follows from (b).
If we agree to say that system (4.1) is nonsingular at the nest of zeros {co REMARKS, (i) Let the order of à k (t) in |/| ^q be L If system (4.1) is nonsingular at every nest of zeros, then Theorem 4.2 provides us with sets of solutions, the total number of such solutions being exactly Z, and the solutions in each set are linearly independent. It can be shown (although we shall not do so here) that the totality of these I solutions are linearly independent, and that they therefore constitute a complete set of solutions of type not exceeding q, of (4.1).
(ii) If system (4.1) is not nonsingular at some nest of zeros {co£a}, then (4.9) will not yield h linearly independent solutions, but may yield some. There are h linearly independent solutions corresponding to this nest, but their representation is not so simple as (4.9), and we do not discuss them here.
(iii) One can proceed from (4.9) by a limiting process, and arrive at a result analogous to Theorem 1.1 for the homogeneous system corresponding to (1.1). However, one cannot be certain that the solution so obtained is not actually # w = 0.
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